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Galcom In The Ebola “Hot Zone”  
 

(Caution: graphic images are shown on page 3) 
 
The plague had already started among the people, but Aaron offered 
the incense and made atonement for them. He stood between the 
living and the dead, and the plague stopped.    (Numbers 16:47b NIV) 
 
Dear Friends of Galcom:          November 2014 
 
As almost everyone is aware, a long-dormant, deadly Ebola virus outbreak 
is now underway in West Africa.  The Centers For Disease Control And 
Prevention (CDC) indicates that there are over now over 10,000 reported 
cases in Liberia, Guinea, Giniea Bissau and Sierra Leone.  Almost half of 
these have already resulted in fatalities.  This number has effectively 
doubled within one week and indicates the possible beginning of an 
exponential upspike.  As political leaders struggle to come up with an 
effective containment plan, at least one academic study projects 67,000 
cases in Liberia alone by Dec. 31.* 
 
The spread of Ebola is being fueled by ignorance, illiteracy, superstition 
and extreme poverty.  Guinea, for example, spends only $3.00 per person 
on public health annually.  Even when disease-prevention literature is 
available, many cannot read it and superstious adherence to tribal religious 
customs regarding the handling of highly contagious human remains blinds 
many others.  Corrupt health officials are reportedly at times releasing 
diseased corpses to grieving family members in exchange for bribes, 
rather than following strict sanitary burial or cremation protocols.  
Thankfully, compassion-driven health-care workers from the U.S. who 
contracted Ebola while serving in Africa have responded favorably to 
treatment available here. 
 
Fortunately, Galcom had previously deployed 17,000+ radios in the “hot 
zone” when this very real crisis began.  Working in concert with our 
national broadcast ministry partners, this legion of durable, solar-powered, 
electronic “mini-missionaries” is immune to disease and thus available to 



help grieving family members and frightened citizens alike find hope in 
Christ plus real disease-prevention information 24/7. 
 
These indigenous evangelical radio broadcast partners, including Worship 
FM 101.7 and the Master’s Radio 90.7 FM (both in Monrovia, Liberia) and 
Radio New Song 97.1 FM in Bo, Sierra Leone are on the front lines of this 
evolving crisis and urgently need our prayers for the health and protection 
of essential personnel as well as wisdom and provision to keep sending 
out hope in Christ and vital disease prevention information now that the 
normal infrastructure is over-strained and in danger of breaking down.  
 
They and their support organizations in North America are asking for more 
Galcom new generation durable, digital solar-powered fix-tuned radios in 
order to keep offering both Christ’s gift of eternal life and practical answers 
over the airwaves to millions of fearful and suffering listeners in West 
Africa’s Ebola hot zone.   This Thanksgiving, when we are counting our 
many blessings of health, safetly, family and abundant provision, please 
respond to this crisis by also remembering those in West Africa whose 
families are even now being robbed and plundered by this deadly disease 
and the paralyzing fear that it breeds. 
 
Thank you Galcom supporters for your prayers and gifts which  make 
this critical radio outreach to Africaʼs Ebola hot zone possible. Many 
thousands more Galcom radios are urgently needed there.  To 
donate online go to http://www.galcomusa.com/Donatenow.htm and 
follow the prompts. 
 
For the unreached, 
 
Tom Blackstone 
Exec. Director 
 
*http://latestnews.io/ebola-outbreak-virus-kill-67000-monrovia-december-claims-
academic-study  
 
 

Galcom is accorded the highest 5-star rating for transparency and efficiency by Ministry Watch. 
Your gifts are tax-deductible to the maximum extent allowed by law. 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

CDC map revealing the extent of the Ebola out- 
break in several affected West African countries 

The bodies of the infected & the dead are highly  
contagious, requiring extreme caution in handling 

This poor, infected man is ostracized by others 
for fear of contracting this most virulent malady 

Well intentioned quarantine procedures are often 
far too easy to subvert and Ebola is not contained 

Fortunately, 17,000+ very rugged Galcom solar 
powered radios were already in “the hot zone”  

Many more new-model Galcom solar digital radio 
units like these are now being urgently requested  

 

 

 

 
 


